Polymerase chain reaction- and RNA hybridization-based method for the investigation of deep-seated candidiasis
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OBJECTIVE: To determine the usefulness of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and RNA hybridization method for the diagnosis of invasive candidiasis and to compare its sensitivity with blood cultures.

DESIGN: Blood cultures and a blood sample for PCR were taken from patients with suspected invasive candidiasis. A 105 base pair conserved segment within the rDNA of Candida species was amplified. The amplicon was detected by hybridization and gel electrophoresis.

SETTING: Intensive care units of two tertiary care hospitals.

PATIENTS: One hundred and eighteen patients 16 years of age or older with four more risk factors for invasive candidiasis were enrolled. Present or recent past treatment with broad spectrum antibiotics, cancer chemotherapy, immunosuppressive drugs, granulocytopenia or granulocytosis, intravascular catheterization, tracheal intubation, recent abdominal surgery and parenteral nutrition were considered risk factors.

RESULTS: Forty-three patients had invasive candidiasis. PCR detected infections in 28 and 26 patients (sensitivity 65.1% and 60.4%) by hybridization and gel electrophoresis, respectively. The sensitivity of blood cultures was 58.1%. Of 25 patients with positive blood cultures, 17 were positive by PCR with the hybridization method. Eleven patients with invasive candidiasis had negative blood cultures but were positive by PCR.

CONCLUSION: PCR, especially with a hybridization detection method, is more sensitive than blood culture for invasive candidiasis and may facilitate the diagnosis of nonfungemic disease.
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Méthode d’investigation diagnostique de la candidose profonde par amplification génique et d’hybridation de l’ARN

OBJECTIF : Déterminer l’utilité de l’amplification génique et de l’hybridation de l’ARN comme méthodes diagnostiques appliquées à la candidose invasive et comparaison de sa sensibilité avec celle des hémocultures.

MODÈLE : Des hémocultures et un échantillon sanguin pour amplification génique ont été prélevés chez des patients souffrant d’une candidose invasive soupçonnée. Un segment conservé de 105 paires de bases à l’intérieur de l’ADNr de...
Invasive candidiasis is difficult to diagnose and is associated with substantial morbidity and mortality. Methods of diagnosis include blood cultures, imaging techniques (computed tomography scanning and magnetic resonance imaging) and tissue biopsy. These methods lack sensitivity and are often positive only in advanced stages of infection. Only 75% of patients with autopsy-proven disseminated candidiasis had positive blood cultures.

Often recovery of yeast by blood culture is slow, with the mean interval to recovery from the day of collection ranging from 3.4 to 5.0 days, depending on the blood culture method used (1,2). Newer diagnostic techniques — including detection of mannan, a candida cell-wall antigen (3), β-arabinosyl, a candida metabolite (4), and candida enolase, a cytoplasmic antigen (5) — have been used but are essentially research tools.

Clearly, a rapid sensitive and specific method for the diagnosis of invasive candidiasis is needed. We describe a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based method with an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) for the detection of the amplified product that appears to be suitable for this purpose.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

**Study population:** All patients with a variety of medical diseases and surgical problems older than 16 years of age and who were patients of the Critical Care Trauma Centre of the London Health Sciences Centre, Victoria Campus or the Intensive Care Unit of the University Campus, London, Ontario were included in the study. Fever patients (temperature greater than 38.5°C) at risk for invasive candidiasis were enrolled in this study. Those considered at high risk had four or more of the following risk factors: present or recent past treatment with broad spectrum antibiotics and/or chemotherapy; granulocytopenia (less than 1.5×10^9/L) or granulocytosis (greater than 10×10^9/L); immunosuppressive therapy (corticosteroid, azathioprine or cyclosporine); intravascular catheterization; tracheal intubation; recent abdominal surgery; or centrally administered parenteral nutrition.

Invasive candidiasis was defined as a positive culture for *Candida* species in blood, deep tissue or normally sterile body fluids excluding urine. Patients, with negative candida cultures but who were thought to have invasive candidiasis and who improved with empiric antifungal but not with antibacterial treatment, were designated as having possible invasive candidiasis. Colonization was defined as the isolation of *Candida* from mucosal surfaces or a catheter specimen of urine. A positive blood culture for *Candida* species and/or the growth of a yeast from a deep tissue or normally sterile body fluid, excluding urine, was defined as invasive candidiasis. In the presence of both or either condition a patient was considered to have invasive candidiasis.

Patients were enrolled and treated by three of the authors who also collected patient data and monitored the outcome of antifungal therapy. The study was approved by the ethical review committees of the participating institutes and the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.

**Microbiological monitoring:** Specimens of blood, sterile body fluids, bronchial lavage and brushing, mucosal surfaces and urine for bacterial culture were obtained as clinically indicated. Specimens for blood cultures, fungal cultures and PCR were collected when invasive candidiasis was suspected. Specimens were processed using standard techniques as previously described (6). For blood cultures the nonradiometric Bactec (Becton Dickinson Diagnostic Instrument Systems, Maryland) method was used at the Victoria campus. Blood was collected in Bactec Plus Aerobic/F and Bactec Plus Anaerobic/F vials. Each vial contains 8 to 10 mL of blood. The vials were incubated and read using the Bactec 9240 system. At the University campus, FAN aerobic and anaerobic bottles (Organon Teknika, North Carolina) were used to collect blood, and the bottles were incubated at 35°C for five days in the BactAlert (Organon Teknika) module. Tips of intravascular catheters were cultured semiquantitatively as previously described (7). All specimens were observed for the growth of yeast. Yeasts were identified with the use of germ tube, cornmeal agar and the API-20C system (Analytab, New York).

**Processing of specimens for PCR:** Blood was collected in EDTA-containing tubes and submitted to the Microbiology Laboratory. Once a patient was recruited in this study, clinical data were collected and patients followed by one of the investigators. Specimens were processed in the PCR laboratory without the knowledge of other microbiological results, therapy and outcome. PCR results were not used in clinical decision-making and were not available to the attending physician during the course of treatment, except in one case of candidal meningitis.
gitis. In this case, PCR results were given to the attending physician after one of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) specimens grew Candida albicans, and therapy was initiated. This patient, however, was not included in the calculation of sensitivity.

**DNA extraction:** Approximately 3 mL of each blood specimen was mixed with 35 mL of azide free buffered electrolyte solution, Isoton II (Coulter Electronics of Canada Ltd) and 15 drops of Zap-o-Globin7 (Coulter Electronics of Canada Ltd). After centrifugation at 10,000 g for 30 mins, the supernatant was decanted completely. To the pellet, 1 mL of nuclear lysis buffer (0.01 M TRIS, 0.4 M sodium chloride, 0.002 M EDTA, pH 8.2) containing 7.5 mg/mL zymolase, was added, and the tube was briefly vortexed. After the addition of 100 L of 20% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), the specimen was kept in a shaker incubator at 37°C until the pellet was completely digested (3 to 5 h). Subsequent to overnight proteinase K (final concentration 1 mg/mL) (Sigma, Missouri) treatment at 37°C, the specimen was boiled for 7 mins. DNA was extracted with an equal amount of TRIS-buffered phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) (Sigma, Missouri) twice and once with chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1). DNA was precipitated with concentrated isopropanol alcohol and 0.2 M sodium chloride according to previously described techniques (8) and resuspended in 60 L sterile water.

CSFs and body fluids other than blood were processed in a similar fashion, but with a slight modification. After centrifugation, the supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was digested with nuclear lysis buffer, zymolase and SDS without the prior treatment with Isoton II and Zap-o-Globin.

**Amplification:** The primers, PCON-1 (5'-AGT TTC GCG TAT GGT CC) and PCON-2 (5'-GTT GCC GTC ATA TCT AGC), amplify a highly conserved sequence within the rDNA region of yeasts. The primers have been shown to produce a 105 base pair amplification product from the T7 RNA polymerase promoter attached at the 5' end. Using PCON-1 and PCON-2 with a T7 polymerase promoter, and 20 µg of purified C. albicans genome as the template, amplification was carried out under the conditions as described above. After extraction and precipitation, the DNA (amplicon) was reconstituted in sterile water, and its concentration was determined.

The RNA probe was transcribed from the purified amplicon, using the RiboMax Large Scale RNA Production System (Promega Corporation, Wisconsin), according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The DNA template was removed by digestion with RNase-free DNase (Promega). Subsequent to phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation, RNA was reconstituted in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated RNA stabilizing buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7.0, 15 mM sodium chloride, 0.2% SDS) to a concentration of 200 µg/mL.

**EIA:** EIA detection was performed according to the instructions of the Diogene Sharp Signal System (Diogene Diagnostics, Maryland). Briefly, sample PCR DNA was denatured and hybridized with the RNA probe. Hybridized product was captured in a streptavidin-coated microplate well. After washing, alkaline phosphatase conjugated anti-RNA:DNA antibodies were added to the wells. After 30 mins incubation on a microplate rotary shaker, the content of the wells was removed and the substrate para-nitrophenol was added. Microplate was incubated at 37°C for 24 h. Absorbance was determined on an EIA reader at 405 nm with automatic blank correction. The cutoffs for a positive result were determined according to the background DNA (10). Amplification was performed in a programmable thermocycler GeneAmp PCR system 9600 (Perkin-Elmer-Cetus)-mediated hot start method was used for amplification to avoid mispriming in the presence of human background DNA (10). Amplification was performed under the conditions as described above. After extraction and precipitation, the DNA (amplicon) was reconstituted in sterile water, and its concentration was determined.
TABLE 1
Detection of yeast by blood cultures and enzyme immunoassay-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (gel electrophoresis) in patients with invasive candidiasis, and sensitivity and specificity of test methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Patients with positive</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Predictive value (PCR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blood culture</td>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Blood culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidemia (n=25)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17 (15)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible candidiasis (n=18)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11 (11)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (n=43)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28 (26)</td>
<td>58.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncandidiasis (n=75)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of gel electrophoresis are shown in brackets.

RESULTS

PCR was performed on 137 specimens from 124 high risk patients. There were 126 blood specimens (118 patients), nine CSF (four patients) and two vitreous fluid (two patients) specimens. Despite the protocol, blood for cultures and PCR were not always collected simultaneously in the study patients. Duplicate blood specimens for PCR (two specimens within 24 h) were received from six patients. Two were positive by PCR, and none had a discordant result. Duplicate specimens were counted as one. Seventy-five patients had no evidence of invasive candidal infection. However, Candida species were isolated from multiple sites from 63.

Twenty-five patients had either a positive catheter tip or blood cultures for yeast. The blood of 17 of the 25 patients were positive by PCR (group A). Fifteen were positive by electrophoresis as well as by EIA detection methods. Two patients were positive by only the more sensitive EIA method. PCR failed to detect candidemia in the other eight patients (group B).

Blood specimens from 17 patients with both positive blood cultures (including one catheter tip-positive patient) and PCR (group A) were collected a mean of 0.73 days (range 0 to 3) after the last positive blood culture specimen was drawn. Also, two or more blood cultures taken over 48 h were positive for Candida species from 12 of 17 patients.

Six patients had positive blood cultures and two had positive catheter-tip cultures but negative PCR (group B). In contrast to the results from group A, the PCR specimens from group B were taken a mean of 4.5 days (range 0 to 16) following the last positive blood culture specimen. Only two of the eight patients had two or more positive blood cultures for yeast. The number of days between the collection of the last positive blood culture and PCR specimens, and the number of positive cultures were significantly different between groups A and B (P=0.004 and P=0.010, respectively).

Specimens from 12 patients yielded a positive PCR result but their blood cultures remained negative for yeast (Table 1). Eleven of these patients had more than four risk factors for invasive candidiasis, had negative bacterial cultures from significant sites and had received multiple antibiotics without a response. Clinically, the patients were thought possibly to have invasive fungal infection and improved with empirical amphotericin B therapy. Results of PCR were not available to the attending physician at the time of clinical diagnosis or during the therapy of suspected invasive candidiasis.

One of the 11 patients had peritonitis, and subsequently C albicans grew from a peritoneal fluid specimen. In another patient, C albicans was isolated from a vascular graft site specimen which was taken during surgery. Yeast was not isolated from blood or any other sterile site in the remaining nine patients; however a Candida species was isolated from bronchial brushing and bronchial lavage specimens of four patients.

The 12th patient had an appropriate number of risk factors and a positive PCR. He had undergone esophagectomy because of malignancy. His blood cultures remained negative for yeast, but fluid from the surgical wound demonstrated a heavy growth of C albicans as did other mucosal sites. The patient was not considered to have an invasive candidal infection at the time and was not treated. In this patient, both methods of amplicon detection were positive, but the test was considered to be false positive.

Seven patients were culture- and PCR-negative for candida but had more than four risk factors. These patients failed to respond to multiple antibiotics and were thought to have possible invasive candidiasis. All were treated with fluconazole or amphotericin B with success.

Table 1 shows the sensitivity of blood cultures and PCR with positive and negative predictive values for PCR. Calculations are based on the 25 patients whose blood cultures were positive for Candida species, plus the 18 patients with possible invasive candidiasis. The sensitivity of blood culture for the detection of invasive candidal infections was 58.1% and that of PCR was 60.4% by gel electrophoresis and 65.1% by EIA. Only one of the 75 remaining high risk patients had a false positive PCR test, giving a specificity rate of 98.6%, although 65 patients were heavily colonized by candida.

In addition, three patients with meningitis and endophthalmitis tested positive with PCR and culture. Yeast was isolated from the CSF of two patients whose blood cultures and PCR on blood samples were negative. Four CSF specimens obtained over 10 days from one of the patients were all positive by PCR, but only one of these specimens grew C albicans. The
case is described elsewhere in detail (12). CSF from the second patient was positive by culture as well as by PCR. Vitreous fluid from a patient with endophthalmitis grew *C. albicans* that was also detected by the PCR method. Culture and PCR methods failed to detect yeast in blood collected from this patient.

**DISCUSSION**

Invasive candidiasis is now a common infection among immunosuppressed, transplant, hematologic/oncology and intensive care unit patients (13,14). Fungi accounted for about 8% of all nosocomial infections between 1986 and 1989, and 80% of these were caused by *Candida* species (14). During the same period, *Candida* species were the fourth most common cause of sepsisemia. Reported mortality among patients with fungemia ranges between 50% and 80% despite treatment (15).

The diagnosis of invasive infections due to *Candida* species remains problematic. Routine blood cultures are relatively insensitive. Depending on the blood culture system used, frequency of sampling and the total volume of blood cultured during an episode, it is estimated that cultures may fail to detect 18% to 75% of cases of invasive candidiasis (16). In addition, there may be a lapse of two to five days before blood cultures show growth.

A more sensitive and reliable method is desirable for the rapid and accurate diagnosis of invasive infections due to *Candida* species. PCR holds the promise of detecting a very low number of target molecules and, further, is capable of detecting viable as well as nonviable organisms. Several investigators, therefore, have used PCR for the detection of *Candida* species (17-20). All prior studies were carried out with nonclinical specimens or examined only a limited number of clinical samples.

Lysis-centrifugation cultures are able to estimate the number of CFUs of an organism present per millilitre of blood. Using this culture technique, Whimbey et al (21) demonstrated that cultures drawn from peripheral veins often only had 0.1 to 0.2 CFU/mL of *Candida* species. Telenti and Roberts (1) further confirmed that significant numbers of blood specimens from candidemic patients contain less than 1 CFU/mL. Ideally, any method used in the diagnosis of invasive candidiasis should be able to detect this number of organisms. To achieve this goal we chose to use a large volume (3 mL) of whole blood and not plasma. High speed centrifugation to pellet the white blood cells and yeast cells with subsequent lysis of cells was used to capture extra- and intracellular organisms. Purified DNA was reconstituted with the smallest possible volume of water. In addition, primers were chosen that target a DNA sequence that is present in multiple copies (30-150) in the candidal genome (22). The PCR assay could detect 5 to 10 CFU in 3 mL spiked blood (data not shown), and this result was not much different from the findings of Holmes et al (9). We could also confirm their observation (9) that the assay is capable of detecting nonalbicans *Candida*, although the number of such organisms (*Candida glabrata* 2, *Candida parapsilosis* 1, and *Candida tropicalis* 1) detected in the present study was small.

Overall sensitivity of the PCR method in the present study was slightly better, although not significantly so, than blood cultures (65.1% versus 58.1%). The PCR method failed to diagnose candidal infection in eight patients who were positive by blood cultures. Many of these patients may have had transient candidemia that cleared before the PCR specimens were collected. The presence of only one positive blood culture in many of these patients lends credence to this argument. In addition, PCR specimens were often collected from patients later than the positive blood culture specimens. Three culture positive, PCR negative patients had their blood drawn for PCR five days or more after the last positive blood culture and in the intervening period had their intravascular catheters removed or changed and received fluconazole or amphotericin B. If these patients are excluded, the sensitivity of PCR method rises to 65.0% by the gel electrophoresis detection method and 70.0% by the hybridization method. It is also important to note that the sensitivity of blood cultures is based on multiple specimens being submitted from each patient. However, with the exception of two cases, only one sample from each patient was processed by PCR. Greater sensitivity of the hybridization method over the gel electrophoresis with ethidium bromide staining is not surprising because enhanced sensitivity of the probe and EIA have been demonstrated previously (15).

In the present study, PCR appears to be superior to blood cultures in the diagnosis of invasive candidiasis. However, this finding is not unique, because amplification methods have been shown to be more sensitive than cultures for other infectious diseases (23).

Invasive candidal infections without detectable candidemia are the most difficult to diagnose. Thaler et al (24) reviewed the world literature and found only five patients with positive blood cultures among 60 cases of hepatosplenic candidiasis. In the hospital of Thaler et al (24), only two of eight patients with this condition were candidemic. We did not encounter a case of hepatosplenic candidiasis during this study; nevertheless, it is encouraging that PCR was positive in 11 cases of blood culture-negative patients clinically suspected of having deep-seated candidiasis. From four of these patients, *C. albicans* grew from bronchial lavage, suggesting heavy colonization which has been identified as a risk factor (25). Culture-negative and PCR-positive patients were of interest to the authors and are the subject of further study.

Sixty-three of 75 patients without invasive candidiasis were heavily colonized with yeast. These patients had many of the risk factors, but had no evidence of a candidal infection. All but one patient was negative by PCR, confirming PCR’s high degree of specificity. Several patients were bacteremic from a variety of organisms but the PCR tests were negative, further confirming the specificity of the primers.

In summary, we found PCR testing to be less sensitive than culture in candidemic patients. In our opinion, this decreased sensitivity could be largely explained by delayed and less frequent testing. Patients with invasive nonfungemic disease were detected with our PCR assay, which appeared also to distinguish reliably between invasive disease and yeast colonization only. We believe this assay needs to be studied further.
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prospectively in a high risk population because it has the potential to complement blood cultures and rationalize the use of antifungals in critically ill noncandidemic patients.
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